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In this lesson



Interactive Precast Concrete Detailing



Tekla Structures covers a great variety of the connection and reinforcement components used in most projects. However, you may come across situations where it's not possible to make the necessary detail in your model using the system components. In this lesson we will practice interactive detailing. We will create interactive reinforcements, cast units, embeds, column shoe connections and cuts.



3.1 Create a Cast Unit As we learned in lesson 2, the corbel connection component automatically included the corbel in the column cast unit. However, often cast units need to be created interactively. You might need to create a complicated concrete shape out of many separate parts and then merge them into one cast unit. For more information on cast units see help file: Help: Modeling > Parts > Cast units and assemblies > Working with cast units



Clean model views



1.



Double-click on the background of the 3D view to open view properties.



2.



Click Display.



3.



Turn off points, reinforcements, cuts, fittings and component symbols.
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Select in-situ beams



4.



Click Modify.



5.



Click OK on View properties dialog.



1.



Turn on the part select switch.



2.



Click select filter.
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3.



Use part name to filter beams only.



4.



Click OK to accept the settings. Tekla Structures has also pre-defined select filters, which you can find from the drop down menu next to select filter icon e.g. "BEAM_CONCRETE" filters according to BEAM name and CONCRETE material. You can easily create more pre-defined select filters, just do save as on select filter dialog.



Create cast unit



5.



Rotate the 3D view so that it is easy to select the in-situ beams.



6.



Window-select the beams.



7.



Right-click, select Cast unit > Create cast unit.
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The cast unit is colored cyan. The main part of the cast unit is colored magenta. The main part can be changed by selecting any part, right-click, select Set as new main part of assembly.



Turn off select switches



8.



Click on the arrow on the select toolbar to view the drop-down menu.



9.



Select standard on the select filter drop-down menu to load the standard values.



Remember that you can always check the cast unit by holding down the Alt key and selecting a part. Alt + Select
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3.2 Create a Brace Connection from Scratch We are going to create a fastening plate by creating all the separate parts and welding them into an assembly. This embed plate is then added to a cast unit. Braces are fitted and sitewelded to the fastening plate to finalize the connection. 1.



Open the view GRID A.



2.



Pick a work area around the brace connection at gridline 3.



Create steel plate Define plate parameters



1.



Double-click on the Create beam icon to open the beam properties dialog.



2.



Apply the properties for the fastening plate as shown in the dialog box below.
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Locate start position



3.



Hold down the Ctrl key and pick a reference point from the middle of the braces.
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4.



While still holding down the Ctrl key, pick another reference point from the edge of the column.



5.



Right mouse click and select snap override Near.



6.



Let the cursor snap (do not pick) to the edge of the column below the previous point.
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Locate end position



7.



Type 450 (the Enter a numeric location dialog will open automatically)



8.



Press Enter.



9.



Right mouse click and select snap override Near again.



10. Let the cursor snap (do not pick) to the edge of the column above the previous point.



11. Type 900. 12. Press Enter.
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The plate will appear in the correct location. 13. Interrupt.



Create stud Next we will create steel parts for studs. We will create one completed stud with welds, and then move and copy it to the correct locations.



Create the body of the stud



14. Change the beam properties of the studs as shown in the dialog box below.
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15. Click Apply (leaving the dialog open).



In plane view (2D), the picking of start/end points is always to view plane in depth wise (in this situation to grid A). So in order to place the stud in correct position we need define starting point 50mm into the view. We can do this with reference point Define start and end positions



16. Hold down the Ctrl and pick a reference point at the bottom inner corner of the plate. 17. Type 0, 50, 50 (direction x, y, z). 18. Press Enter 19. Type 100, 0, 0. (this creates end point 100mm in x direction) 20. Press Enter



The body of the stud is created. Create the head of the stud



1.



Change the profile to D30.



2.



Click OK.



Define start and end positions



3.



Turn the view to 3D with Ctrl+P



4.



Pick starting point at the end of the stud.



5.



Type 15, 0, 0. (this creates end point 15mm in x direction)



6.



Click Enter.



7.
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The parts of the stud are created.



Create welds Next we are going to weld the stud head to the stud body. The stud is then welded to the plate. This will create an embed assembly. Help: Modeling > Detailing > Detailing commands > Weld Define weld parameters



1.



Double-click on the Create weld icon.



2.



Apply the settings as shown below.
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Pick parts to be welded



3.



Click OK.



4.



Pick the body of the stud (the primary part for the first weld).



5.



Pick the head of the stud (the secondary part for the first weld).



6.



Pick the plate (the primary part for the second weld).



7.



Pick the body of the stud (the secondary part for the second weld).



It is very important to enter the welding order correctly. Tekla Structures uses the welding order to determine the primary and secondary parts of the assembly. This affects the position of the parts in the drawings.



Inquire assembly



You can check assemblies using the command Inquire Assembly. 1.



Pick the plate (or any part of the assembly).



2.



Right-click and select Inquire > Assembly.



The main part of the assembly will appear red and other parts will appear yellow.



To select the entire assembly: press the Alt key while clicking on a part in the assembly.



Copy studs Next we will copy the stud to the correct locations to complete the embed. Select part to be copied



1.



Select the stud and welds with a window from left to right
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Copy



Select parts to be copied and copy



2.



Right-click and select Copy special > Translate -100 mm in y direction.



3.



Click Copy.



4.



Interrupt.



5.



Select both studs and welds with a window from left to right (exactly like in step 1).



6.



Right-click, select Copy special > Translate 4 times 200 mm in z direction.



7.



Click Copy.



8.



Interrupt.



9.



Check the assembly.
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Adding embed to cast unit Next we will add the embed to the cast unit. For more information on cast units see help file: Help: Modeling > Parts > Cast units and assemblies > Working with cast units



10. Turn on the select assemblies switch.



11. Pick the embed (all the parts of embed are highlighted). 12. Right-click, select Assembly > Add as sub-assembly. 13. Pick the column.



The embed has been added to the column cast unit.
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Create fitting We will use the Fitting command to trim the braces at the embed. The Fitting tool will trim the end of the part on a plane perpendicular to the view plane, which is defined by picking 2 points on a line. Help: Modeling > Detailing > Fine-tuning part shape > Fitting



Define cut line



1.



Click the Create fitting icon.



2.



Window-select the braces to be fitted.



3.



Pick the points on the plate corners to set the cutting line for the fitting.



Define the fitting line with two points.



The selected parts have been fitted.
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Creating site welds To finalize the connection we will create a site weld between the brace and the embed. The site weld will not create an assembly, but the weld can be called automatically into drawings. Help: Modeling > Detailing > Detailing commands > Weld Define weld parameters



1.



Double-click on the Create weld icon.



2.



Apply the settings as shown below.



Pick parts to be welded



3.



Pick the first brace.



4.



Pick the plate.



5.



Repeat for the other brace.



The connection has been finalized. In lesson 4 we will create a custom component out of the embed and the connection.
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3.3 Create a Brace Connection with a Custom Part Next we will create a similar connection at the bottom end of the brace on gridline 2, but this time we will use a predefined custom component embed. In lesson 4 we will cover creation and use of custom components in more detail. For more information on cast units, see help file: help: Detailing > Custom components Importing custom components



1.



Open the component catalog.



2.



Right-click, select Import….



3.



Select the fastener plate file (in Finland: SBKL-KL-JPL-PKL fastening plates.uel) Note! You need to have predefined custom components files downloaded in order to complete this task!



Define custom part parameters



4.



Search SBKL on Component catalog menu.



5.



Double-click on the SBKL component.



6.



Select and load the SBKL200x300 settings.
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Insert custom part



7.



Click OK.



1.



At the bottom of the column at grid intersection A2, pick the insertion point at the intersection of the column edge and the brace center line (use fully rendered view Ctrl+4).



2.



Pick a point below the insertion point to show the direction of the component.



Change the transparency with Ctrl+2 to see the inserted component. Copyright © 2006 Tekla Corporation
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Next we will add the embed to the cast unit just like before. Note: component itself can't be added to the cast unit, so we need to select the objects inside the component. Select parts



Add parts to cast unit



3.



Activate the Select assemblies icon on the select toolbar.



4.



Pick the custom component (all the parts of the embed are highlighted).



5.



Right-click, select Assembly > Add as sub-assembly.



6.



Pick the column.



To finalize this connection we will fit the brace and site-weld it to the plate – just like we did earlier when we created a brace connection from scratch. Fit the brace



Site weld



1.



Click the Create fitting icon.



2.



Select the brace to be fitted.



3.



Pick the points on the plate corners to set the cut line for the fitting.



1.



Activate the Create weld icon (previous site-weld settings are still applied).



2.



Pick the brace.



3.



Pick the plate.
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3.4 Create a Column Shoe and an Anchor Bolt Connection Next we will create a connection which will make column shoes and anchor bolts, and cut the column according to the column shoes. We will use predefined custom parts for the column shoes and anchor bolts. In lesson 4 we will cover the creation and use of custom components in more detail. For more information on cast units, see help file: help: Detailing > Custom components



Importing custom components



1.



Open the component catalog.



2.



Right-click, select Import….



3.



Select the column shoe file (in Finland: HPKM-PPKM-PEC column shoes.uel).



4.



Right-click, Import….



5.



This time, select anchor bolt file (in Finland: HPM-PPM anchor bolts.uel).



6.



Select custom on the drop-down menu to display custom components.



Next we will insert a column shoe and an anchor bolt at the edge of the column at grid A-7. We will first insert the components and then move them to the correct location. Inserting the components



1.



Click once on the HPKM24 column shoe to activate it.



2.



Pick the corner of the column.



3.



Type 0, -1, 0 to define the direction of the component.



4.



Click OK or Enter.
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5.



Interrupt.



6.



Repeat same steps for anchor bolt HPM24L.



Now we will move the components to the correct location, but first we will have to make sure that we select the whole components, not the parts inside the components. Move the components to correct location



1.



Press the Select component icon on the select toolbar.



2.



Select the column shoe.



3.



Right-click, Move special > Translate.



4.



Give the necessary values in the dX and dY fields as shown below.



5.



Click Move.



6.



Interrupt. Copyright © 2006 Tekla Corporation
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7.



Now select the anchor bolt.



8.



Type the necessary dZ=80 value into the Move dialog (the dX and dY values are the same as those of the column shoe).



9.



Click Move.



10. Interrupt.



The column shoe and the anchor bolt are now in the correct location.



Next we will create a very small cutting part with the Concrete slab command, which we will use for cutting the column corner according to the column shoe. Create a cutting part



1.



Hide the column shoe and the anchor bolt.



2.



Double-click on the Create concrete slab icon.



3.



Define a 210 mm thick slab.



4.



Define the slab position to Front with -10 mm offset.



5.



Pick the corner of the column.



6.



Let the cursor snap to the other corner of the column (do not pick).



7.



Type 100.



8.



Select perpendicular snap override (right-click) and let the cursor snap to the opposite edge of the column.
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9.



Type 100.



10. Select perpendicular snap override again and let the cursor snap to the edge of the column according to the picture.



11. Type 100. 12. Click the middle mouse button to close the polygon.



13. Interrupt.



We now need to move the cutting part to the correct position and round the corner. Open the view at elevation +0 to see the needed distance better.
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Move the slab



Round corner of the slab



1.



Select cutting part.



2.



Right-click, Move special > Translate.



3.



Define dX = 7 mm and dY = -7 mm.



4.



Click Move.



5.



Double-click on the chamfer at the back corner to open the Chamfer properties dialog.



6.



Select the rounded corner option and define the radius as 15 mm.



7.



Click Modify.



Next we will copy-rotate the column shoe, anchor bolt and cutting part 3 times to the other corners of the column. Redraw the view to bring back the hidden column shoe and anchor bolt. Copy rotate



1.



Select the parts.



2.



Right-click, Copy special > Rotate.
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3.



Pick the grid intersection as the rotation origin.



4.



Define the number of copies as 3 and rotation angle as 90.



5.



Click Copy.



The column shoe and the anchor bolts are now at each corner of the column.



Now we need to cut the column according to the cutting part and then delete the parts. (In section 3.6 cut options are explained in more detail.) Create cuts



1.



Activate the part cut command.



2.



Pick the column.



3.



Click on the cutting part.



4.



Repeat to all the corners.



5.



Delete all the cutting parts.
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To finalize the connection we will add the column shoes to the column cast unit and the anchor bolts to the pad footing cast unit. Select parts



Add parts to cast unit



1.



Activate the Select components icon on the select toolbar.



2.



Hold down Ctrl and pick all four column shoes (all the parts are highlighted).



3.



Right-click, Assembly > Add as sub-assembly.



4.



Pick the column.



The column shoes have been added to the column cast unit. 5.



Repeat to the anchor bolts.
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3.5 Create Interactive Reinforcements In lesson 2 we created reinforcements with system components. You may need to do some reinforcing interactively to complete reinforcing. Tekla Structures has multiple options for reinforcement creation. In this lesson we will use rebar groups to complete in-situ slab reinforcement at the first floor on gridline A between gridlines 5 and 6. See more about reinforcements in Tekla Structures help: Detailing > Reinforcement > Single bars, bar groups, and meshes > Reinforcing bar and help: Detailing > Reinforcement > Single bars, bar groups, and meshes > Reinforcing bar group



First we will create two rebars tying the in-situ slab together with the hollow-core slabs. Define rebar parameters



1.



Double-click on the Create reinforcing bar group icon.



2.



Click Select… to define the rebar size and grade. The bending radius is defined automatically according to the rebar.



3.



Select 10 mm main reinforcement.



4.



Click OK on the Select reinforcing bar dialog.
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Define rebar shape



5.



Use the No hook option for both ends.



6.



Define the first and last segment leg length as 1000 mm as shown below.



7.



Define a group of 2 with equal distribution on the Group tab page.



8.



Close the dialog with OK.



9.



Pick the slab at the first floor.



10. Define a U-shaped poly-line as shown below. You can pick the start and end positions at any locations (use near snap override), because the segment length has been defined as 1000 mm.



11. Click the middle mouse button to end defining the rebar shape.
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Define rebar group direction



12. Define the group direction with two points as shown below.



The reinforcements are created after the second pick. Next, we will copy-mirror the reinforcements to the other end of the slab. 1.



Select the reinforcements.



2.



Right-click, Copy special > Mirror.



3.



Indicate the mirror line at the middle of the slab with two points.
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The reinforcements are mirrored.



Next we are going to create a reinforcing bar group for the other direction. Create rebar group



1.



Double-click on the Create reinforcing bar group icon.



2.



Click Select… to define the rebar size and grade. The bending radius is defined automatically according to the rebar.



3.



Select the 10 mm stirrup reinforcement.



4.



Click OK on the Select reinforcing bar dialog.



5.



Use the 50 mm long 135-degree custom hook with 20mm radius.



6.



Define 25 mm cover thickness in the on-plane direction and 25 mm in the from-plane direction.
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7.



Go to the Group tab page.



8.



Define the group creation method as exact spacing with flexible first and last space. Set intervals to 200 using normal group type.



9.



Close the dialog by clicking OK.



10. Pick the in-situ slab. 11. Now define the rebar shape. This time we need to pick the points at the corners of the slab.
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12. Click the middle mouse button to end defining the rebar shape. 13. Next define the group location by picking the start and end positions at the long side corners.



The rebars are created after the second pick.



Clash check



Redraw the window and if necessary turn on reinforcing from the view settings. 1.



Click the Select objects in components icon. Copyright © 2006 Tekla Corporation
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2.



Select the reinforcements and the slab.



3.



Right-click, Clash check.



In case of collision, a list will open to indicate the id numbers of the colliding rebars. Select the first row and those colliding rebars will be highlighted in the model. As you can see, the mesh collides with the L rebar and the stirrups also collide also with the L rebar. Open the GRID 5 view and the elevation view +3850.



Modify stirrups



1.



Double-click on the stirrups.



2.



Change the cover thickness of the second segment to 35.



3.



Change the From plane distance to 45.
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4.



Click Modify.



The U bars cover thicknesses change as shown above. The L shaped bar is still colliding with the mesh and the stirrups so we need to modify it further. Modify L shaped rebars



1.



Double-click on the L rebar.



2.



Change the From plane distance to 45. Copyright © 2006 Tekla Corporation
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3.



Click Modify.



The L bar cover thicknesses change as shown above. Run the clash check again and continue modifications if necessary.



Next we will copy the reinforcements to elevation +7350. Copy reinforcements to upper elevation



1.



Delete the slab at elevation +7350.



2.



Hold down Alt and select the slab at +3850 (slab and reinforcements will be highlighted).



3.



Right-click, Copy special > Translate.



4.



Set dZ=3500.



5.



Click Copy.



Next we will create seam reinforcements between hollow-core slabs on the first floor. 1.



Open the view at elevation +3850.



2.



Double-click on the Create reinforcing bar group icon. (See settings on the dialog below)



3.



Change the name to SEAM_REBAR.



4.



Click Select to define the rebar size and grade. The bending radius is defined automatically according to the rebar.



5.



Select 12 mm main reinforcement.



6.



Click OK on the Select reinforcing bar dialog.



7.



Change class to 4.



8.



Turn off hooks.



9.



Define 50 mm cover thickness for the On plane direction and 0 for other directions.
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10. Change the rebar group to exact spacing and define 8 spaces. 11. Apply.



12. Pick the hollow-core slab next to the in-situ slab (in plan view, above the in-situ slab). 13. Use the following snap settings: 14. Hold down Ctrl and pick a reference point (1) between the hollow-core slabs close to the corner of the in-situ slab. 15. Type 1200. 16. Let the cursor snap to the right between the slabs. 17. Type 2400. Copyright © 2006 Tekla Corporation
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18. Click the middle mouse button. 19. Show the range to reinforce with two points.



20. Interrupt.



Next we will detach the seam rebars from the hollow-core slab that we picked while creating the rebars. Otherwise, the seam reinforcements would be shown in the cast unit drawing created for that hollow-core slab. 1.



Select the seam rebars.



2.



Right-click, Detach from part.
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3.6 Create Cuts Interactively You can cut parts by various methods in Tekla Structures. The available cuts are: •



Line cut



•



Polygon cut



•



Part cut



There are numerous places in our model in which the parts are still colliding with each other, and the shape of the parts needs to be modified with the cutting tools. We will use these cutting tools to cut the concrete slabs with the silos (part cut) and then create a penetration for a column (polygon cut) through a hollow-core slab.



Create part cuts for silos



Create part cut



1.



On the View properties dialog, Display…, check that cuts are visible.



2.



Click on the Create part cut icon.



3.



Pick one of the slabs as the part to be cut.



4.



Pick the related silo as the cutting part. Click the middle mouse button.



5.



The slab is now cut. A striped antimatter part cut the same size as the silo appears.
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Change part cut profile



In order to have clearance between the concrete slab and the silo we will now modify the size of the profile used to make the part cut. 1.



Disable all the selection switches except for the Select cuts switch. This will make it easier to select the part cut.



2.



Double-click on the part cut.



3.



The Column properties dialog box appears.



4.



Uncheck all the modify check boxes and change the profile as shown in the dialog below:



5.



Click Modify.



This creates a 150 mm gap all the way around between the slab and the silo.
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The part cut height is still equal to the height of the cutting part (= the silo). Sometimes it is more convenient to work with shorter part cuts. By inquiring the slab (select object, right-click, select Inquire > Part) you can see that the slab bottom level is +13400 and top level +13575. Change part cut height



Double-click on the part cut to open the Column properties dialog box. On the Position tab page: 1.



Change the bottom level to 13000 and top level to 13800.



2.



Click Modify.



Now the part cut is just a little thicker than the slab, which is enough.



Copy the part cut to the other silo



3.



Copy it 9000 mm in the x direction to the other silo.



The antimaterial part will automatically adjust to the new situation and cut the other slab.
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Sep 21, 2006 - In this lesson. 3.1 Create Gusset Plate with Stiffeners. Interactively. In Tekla Structures there is no gusset plate system component available in ...
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System Components for Precast Concrete 

Sep 19, 2006 - Precast Concrete. This lesson introduces the basics of creating system components in Tekla Structures. You will learn how to: In this lesson.
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Custom Components for Precast Concrete - Description 

Sep 19, 2006 - Be careful not to select objects (e.g. parts, fittings, or rebars) that do not belong to this ... dialog box list. You are now able to .... First we will create a part cut through a hollow-core slab by using a column to define the shap
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UBC Ponderosa - Canadian Precast Prestressed Concrete Institute 

Les ingénieurs en formation ne sont pas permis d'effectuer des ..... également pris la mer en créant une division des services maritimes, qui fournit des services ...
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UBC Ponderosa - Canadian Precast Prestressed Concrete Institute 

Colombie-Britannique. 5. Issue 2 / 2014 .... CPCI is proud to provide you with this Fall edition of .... son premier contrat : préparer la route d'accès et le site de forage ...... in CSA S806-12 building code and CHBDC S6-06 and meets CSA.
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315-99 Details and Detailing of Concrete Reinforcement 

Anthony L. Felder. Secretary. Michael .... Image Management (formerly the National Microfilm Asso- ... 318 (318M); ACI 343R; AREMA Manual for Railway Engi-.Missing:
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550R-96 Design Recommendations for Precast Concrete Structures 

Reference to this document shall not be made in contract docu- ments. .... out of the system. 4.3 .... close-spaced ribs, whether prestressed or not, there is gener-.
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533R-93 Guide for Precast Concrete Wall Panels 

The precast manufacturer and/or carrier are re- sponsible for ..... found in the PCI Quality Control Manual, PCI Design. Handbook ..... and used for HVAC and.
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533R-93 Guide for Precast Concrete Wall Panels 

drawings prepared by the precast manufacturer (see Sec- tion 5.1) should be ...... 4.12.3 Emulsion type agents - Some release agents use water emulsions for a ...
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Detailing for Post Tensioning 

making decisions regarding both design and construction. ... conceptual design and overall structural design .... between the prestressing steel and concrete.Missing:
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Applied Steel Detailing - Description 

Feb 10, 2005 - Applied Steel Detailing. 2. Move the handle according to the detail shown above. You can either create the stairs directly in the correct position ...
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Detailing Tamiya Leclerc V1_2 

This list documents most of the major corrections that can be made to enhance .... The fasteners on the protective covers of the vision blocks washers (part D56) ...
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Detailing for Post Tensioning 

tendons are usually anchored with some form of mechanical ...... assumed that these two effects cancel each ..... Baustatik and Konstruktion, ETH Zurich,. 1988 ...
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Concrete 

Oct 1, 2010 - Type, size, and amount of cement and aggregate; ... Normal-weight (stone) concrete with a dry weight of 145 psf (6.93 ... Cure the cast-in-place concrete by autoclaving (steam curing); .... manufacturers of concrete chemical additives a
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523.2R-96 Guide for Precast Cellular Concrete Floor, Roof, and Wall 

design, and handling of precast concrete floor, roof, and wall units having oven-dry unit weights of 50 pcf (800 kg/m3) or less. The concrete achieves.
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FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE annonce 

10 oct. 2017 - collaboration avec le studio Suisse Giants Software pour le best-seller Farming Simulator 19. Le jeu sortira Ã  la fin de l'annÃ©e 2018 sur consoles et PC. Focus a ... Insurgency Sandstorm (New World Interactive) contribueront Ã  faire
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533.1R-02 Design Responsibility for Architectural Precast 

Reference to this document shall not be made in contract documents. If items found in ..... and engineering skills to work out interfacing details for the window system ... This means close cooperation between and coordination of all participants ...
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AI - Agence Interactive 

nos mÃ©tiers StratÃ©gie - CrÃ©ation - Technologie - Webmarketing ... Merci d'adresser votre CV et LM Ã  CÃ©dric Chabry (directeur associÃ©) avec la rÃ©fÃ©rence.
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Commercial new ... - WAX Interactive 

Webmarketing (H/F) â€“ Paris. Qui sommes-nous ? WAX Interactive. Digital That Sells. And Beyond. WAX Interactive est une agence de marketing digital qui ...
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Manual - Paradox Interactive 

About Paradox Development Studio. ...... Here you can also press the Options button and adjust your game's settings. There are also links to Paradox's forums, ...
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traffic ... - WAX Interactive 

marketing, technologie, innovation et crÃ©ativitÃ©, allie la recherche de ... Sous la responsabilitÃ© du directeur du dÃ©partement, vous serez chargÃ©(e) des missions.
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traffic ... - WAX Interactive 

RÃ©munÃ©ration : A nÃ©gocier. DisponibilitÃ© : DÃ¨s que possible. Localisation : Roubaix (MÂ° Alsace). Le profil recherchÃ©. - Bac+4/5 spÃ©cialisation webmarketing.
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